
 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Conference: Frequently Asked Questions 

What time zone is the agenda in? 

All times in the agenda are US Central (Chicago) time. Please double check your time zone conversions 

to ensure you’re not missing out! 

Do I have to attend all of the sessions? 

No! You can attend as many or as few sessions as you wish. You will receive the Zoom links to every 

session, but you are welcome to pick and choose the sessions you participate in live. 

Will the sessions be recorded? 

Yes! Just as last year, the sessions will be recorded and posted to YouTube for viewing after. We 

anticipate having the videos uploaded early in July. Interested in last year’s sessions? Check out the 

“ULF Office” YouTube channel! 

What platform is being used? 

Zoom. It is easiest to participate on a desktop, laptop, or tablet. We do not suggest calling in to listen as 

speakers use visual presentations. You do not need to have your microphone or camera on if you prefer 

not to. If you have not used Zoom before – go to zoom.us to sign up for a free account! 

English is not my native language; will the sessions be translated? 

We are hoping to have translations available with the recorded videos. Our goal is to make the content 

as accessible as possible to families all over the world – we are still working out the best way to do so. 

Will I be able to ask questions during the sessions? 

Absolutely! We encourage you to ask as many questions as you can. Every session will have a time at the 

end to ask questions of the speakers. The speakers will address as many questions as they can, and 

usually the ULF can assist in getting questions answered that were missed during the sessions.  

Can I attend the Scientific Symposium? 

Unfortunately, unless you are a medical or industry (pharmaceutical) professional, you cannot view the 

Scientific Symposium sessions. This is to protect the intellectual property that is being discussed that 

isn’t always ready to be announced to the public yet. We encourage you to attend the Family Conference 

and ask questions there instead, which is open to the public! 

Will all Conferences be virtual in the future? 

We hope not! We have every intention of hosting in-person in Chicago, IL for 2022, as long as it is safe 

for us to do so. We did not want to risk the health and safety of anyone in our community this year, and 

chose to remain virtual for an additional year out of an abundance of caution. In 2022, we hope to be 

back in-person but will be integrating ways to share the sessions virtually for those who cannot join us in 

Chicago. 

 


